velop more important modeling and problem solving skills. There is a longstanding debate among educators At the lowest and most abstract level of implemenabout how best to teach the concepts involved in tation are general purpose programming languages.
plementation of these principles in real settings. One of implementation. Many still advocate thLe use a genparticularly contentious element of the debate deals eral purpose programming language together with a with the choice of and degree of emphasis on means library of routines to perform event-scheduling, file for implementing simulation models. This Paper admanipulation, and statistics collection, although the vacates the use ofthe event graph modelzng formaltsm choice is more likely to be a modern language like C as a vehicle for conveying the underlying structure of or pascal. DEDS models and their implementation.
More often than not, courses are designed around a commercial process simulation language like SIMAN 1 INTRODUCTION (Pegden et al. 1992 ), SLAM (Pritsker 1886) , GPSS (Schriber 1991) , or SIMSCRIPT (Russell 1981) . FaBuilding and implementing simulation models of discilities in these languages are designed to more closely than just a promimic and describe interactions amongst the phemodeling and simulating discrete event dynamic S Y Smental modeling Principles and to examine the imBefore the advent of special purpose simlllation soft-FORTRAN were the only generally available means event dynamic systems is gramming exercise. Too often though, programming aspects of simulation modeling are the focus of innomena that characterize DEDS (e.g. entities, Pr@ cess delays, queueing, and resource allocation). Most troductory in simulation. ~h~ tendency is to focus too closely on the syntax and semantics of the particular implementation to the exclusion of general also include higher level instances of these generic phenomena tailored to represent features characteristic of manufacturing systems such as material transprinciples of simulation modeling and analysis. Topics dealing with the statistical aspects associated with port devices. It is also now cO"On to Provide exP@ Sure to 'Ompanion 'Oftware used to produce graphical designing, conducting, and interpreting output from animations Of Output. simulation-based experiments are a frequent casualty. This is due in part to the nature ofmany traditional simulation tools which are not so much modeling formalisms as computer software systems designed to facilitate the implementation of a model. This makes it difficult at times to distinguish between a model and its implementation. It can also be attributed to the ad hoc design criteria employed in many of these tools which in have produced a rather unharmonious assembly of features possessing both cumbersome syntax and semantics. Whatever the reason, as consequence of this misdirected focus, students may develop proficient programming skills but fail to deAt the highest level are a newer generation of extensible data-driven simulators such as XCELL+ (Conway et al. 1987) , Witness (Gilman and Gillingham 1989) , P~M o d e l (Harrell and TumaJr 1992) ~ and Arena (Pegden and Davis 1992) . In contriwt to traditional Process languages, these systems employ elaborate interactive graphical means to combine and parameterize pre-defined (or in some cases user-defined) submodels to specify the logic of the simulation model and simultaneously the characteristics of the associated anhation.
While the means of implementation have grown in sophistication, the relatively small group of basic con-
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Healy cepts on which all event-driven simulations are based remains unchanged. It is relatively easy though for these concepts to become obscured by unwieldy languages or the glossy veneer of a graphical user interface. Only by understanding these basic concepts first can one make effective use of the technique or make meaningful comparisons among various means of implementation.
Some might argue that a more theoretical treatment is beyond the capacity of some and -to use an analogy -that a "cookbook" language-oriented approach can at least inculcate the skills sufficient to prevent death by starvation, if not instill an appreciation for the finer points of culinary science. Any benefits derived from such an approach though are usually short lived. The long term interests of a student are better served by a more broad-based treatment of the topic. The same rationale applies to designing courses to teach programming language skills. The emphasis should be on the development of skills used in the formulation and specification of algorithmic solutions to problems as well as on the salient features of programming languages in general, and rationale for their design and inclusion in languages. It is both reasonable and convenient to then choose a particular language such as C, Pascal, or FORTRAN to examine an implementation of these principles in a real language as well as to develop practical skills in its use.
The structure underlying DEDS and their implementation involve relatively straightforward concepts. What is needed for educational purposes is a reasonably high level device with sufficient modeling power and minimal complexity that makes these concepts transparent. The event graph modeling formalism is a device conceived with these ideas in mind.
Situated on a level of abstraction above general purpose programming languages but below process simulation languages, event graphs are a simple yet expressive modeling tool. The resultant models lend themselves naturally to various means of implementation which helps to make clear the distinction between the two.
After characterizing the structure of DEDS, a more detailed description the event graph formalism is given followed by a simple example. A brief overview of SIGMA, a commercial software implementation of the event graph formalism is then given and followed by concluding remarks.
STRUCTURE OF DEDS
The behavior of a dynamic system can for modeling purposes be characterized as being discrete event if changes to the essential elements can be associated with identifiable events that occur at particular (possibly random) instances in time. The disposition of the elements that comprise the system are represented by the values of status variables and changes in the state of the system are modeled through the occurrence of the specified events.
One aspect of the system dynamics is described by how the isolated occurrence of an event changes the state of the system. In addition, the occurrence of an event might, under specified conditions, affect the behavior of the system by triggering one or more other events to occur at some future point in time. These dependencies constitute the other aspect to system dynamics. Together, the specification of the system state, event logic, and relationships between events comprise the model.
From this standpoint, the underlying structure of what are traditionally called discrete event and process interaction models is fundamentally the same. Each is merely an alternate representation arising from the particular perspective employed in defining the system state and driving events. The process approach focuses on the flow of transient entitiesprocess languages are designed to facilitate this perspective -whereas the discrete event approach typically focuses on cycles of resident resources (e.g. the busy/idle status of a server).
It is instructive to think of the event logic being implemented (at some level) as functions in a general purpose programming language. The main procedure serves in an executive capacity, its job being to execute events in the proper time ordered sequence. This is accomplished by means of a global simulation clock and future events last that contains (to the extent possible) known information about future events and their time of execution.
After initialization, the process evolves by advancing the simulation clock to the time of the most imminent event that is scheduled to occur and then invoking the associated event routine. The latter alters the values of system status variables and may schedule future events by adding appropriate information to the future events list.
EVENT GRAPHS
The event graph formalism (Schruben 1983 ) uses simple directed graphs to model the activity in a DEDS. Unlike many other modeling tools, there is a simple and well-developed mathematics connected with the syntax and semantics of the formalism (Schruben and Yucesan 1988 Although it is not reflected in the graph, t , and t , would generally be specified as expressions involving the generation of random variates. By convention, we will also assume the triggering condition, i , when omitted defaults to unconditional and t , the scheduling delay, defaults to 0. Conceptually, the IMIT event (which has no triggering events) is proce:ssed once at the beginning of 4 SIGMA SIGMA (Schruben 1991 ) is a commercial software implementation of the event graph formalism for DOSbased microcomputers. It provides a graphical windowing interface for interactive input, editing, and execution of event graph models. The structure of the graph is established by positioning and interconnecting nodes on the screen using a mouse-controlled cursor. The associated state changes, triggering conditions, and time delays are entered by means of popup dialog boxes.
Several concessions have been made to more practical aspects involved in building and executing simulation models by embellishing the otherwise minimalist event graph formalism with such features as built-in random variate generation, priority queues, output display and analysis capabilities, and links to user-defined events coded in the C language. The program also provides several means for intervening during the execution of a model to display the values of state variables or the status of the future events list.
One of the most interesting additions is a feature that allows the modeler to automatically generate an equivalent C or Pascal programming language implementation of an event graph model. In addition to providing a means for porting a model to other platforms, the well-structured and commented code that is produced is useful for conveying the structure underlying the implementation of DEDS mod-Healy els. The same facility has been extended to include a self-documenting English language translation of the model.
CONCLUSION
Several recent simulation textbooks (Hoover and Perry 1989) , (Law and Kelton 1991) , (Pegden et al. 1990 ) include limited material on event graphs. It is the author's opinion that the formalism should play a more central role in the instruction process and that language specific courses are more naturally the domain of commercial software vendors. This is not to say that traditional commercial simulation software does not have a place in university courses. In fact the roles of the two can be complementary when event graphs are used to help introduce the ideas behind more complicated commercial simulation software. The goal should be to make the modeling process easier to understand so that more class time can be spent on other crucial elements of the simulation process such as validation, experimentation, analysis, and communication of results.
